A method of 3-D sound image localization with externalization through headphones using a new correction filter of headphone-to-eardrum transfer functions
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Abstract
In this paper, a new headphone-based 3-D sound reproduction method is proposed. This method uses HRTFs and a correction filter, $H_c$, which compensates for the headphone transfer functions and for the changes in the transfer functions of the ear canals that occur when the subject wears stereo headphones. The results of tests of sound image localization using the proposed method showed that: The locations of reproduced sound images were perceived with much the same accuracy as those of real sound sources in the horizontal and the median planes. Importantly, subjects also perceived all sound images well apart from their heads.

1. Introduction
It is well known that successful 3-D sound localization can be accomplished if head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) are accurately reproduced [1]. However, many previously described 3-D sound reproduction systems [2-8] have left several problems unsolved. When headphones are used, it is important to reproduce HRTFs accurately at the subject’s eardrum, not at the entrance of the ear canal. Failure to do so often results in the creation of sound images that seem to be located inside of the subject’s head, and also may result in front-back confusions [9]. Wightman and Kistler [2,3] have proposed a method to measure HRTFs at the eardrum and headphone-to-eardrum transfer function for each subject, using a probe tube positioned deep in the subject’s ear canal, with its tip about 1-2mm from the eardrum. Møller et al. [4] and Pralong and Carlile [5] have concluded that correction for the headphone response measured at the ear-canal entrance is adequate for successful binaural reproduction through headphones. However, since the variability of headphone-to-ear-canal transfer functions is substantial, especially as headphones are removed and replaced upon the subject’s head, Kulkarni and Colburn [6] have claimed that making appropriate corrections is actually quite problematic. Nonetheless, it may be that such variability is unlikely to have an adverse effect on the spatial fidelity, as suggested by McAnally and Martin [7]. One solution to the problem is to include microphones in a special pair of “inner-phones,” as proposed by Shimada and Hayashi [8].

In this paper, a new 3-D sound reproduction method is proposed that uses ordinary headphones, and does not require specific headphones for successful correction of the transfer functions of the ear canals. The use of a correction filter, $H_c$, is introduced here that can compensate for the changes in the transfer functions of the ear canals that occur while wearing the stereo headphones, and can reproduce the input signals at the subject’s eardrums correctly without the use of special headphones.

2. New 3-D Sound Reproduction Method through Stereo Headphones
2.1. Principle
The sound pressure at the entrance of the ear canal of a subject, $P_{1l,r}$, is defined as follows:

$$P_{1l,r} = S \otimes R \otimes HRTF(EEC)_{l,r}$$

where $S$ is a source signal, $R$ is a transfer function of a room, $HRTF(EEC)_{l,r}$ is head-related transfer functions measured at the Entrance of the Ear Canal (EEC) of a subject, and subscript $l$ and $r$ indicate the left and right ears, respectively. The sound pressure at the eardrum, $P_{2l,r}$, is defined as:

$$P_{2l,r} = S \otimes R \otimes HRTF(ED)_{l,r}$$

where $HRTF(ED)_{l,r}$ is head-related transfer functions measured at the EarDrum (ED), and $H(ED)_{l,r}$ is a transfer function measured in the Ear Canal (EC) of the subject (see Fig.1). Let $P_{3l,r}$ denote the sound pressure at the eardrum of a subject when $P_{1l,r}$ is presented to the subject through stereo headphones. $P_{3l,r}$ is then defined as:

$$P_{3l,r} = P_{1l,r} \otimes H_{Pl,r} \otimes H(EC_\text{HP})_{l,r}$$
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where HP, is a transfer function of stereo headphones and H(EC_HP), is a transfer function in the Ear Canal with the stereo Headphones (EC_HP) inserted. Let Hc, denote a correction filter, which equalizes P3, to P2.

From Eqs. (1), (2), and (3), Hc, is expressed as follows:

\[ P2 = P3 \circ Hc, \] (4)

\[ Hc, = H(EC,) / \{ HP, \circ H(EC_HP) \} \] (5)

Therefore, the sound pressure at the eardrum of a subject in the original sound field is reproduced through stereo headphones, by multiplying P1 by Hc,.

2.2. Calculation of compensation filter Hc

In order to obtain Hc, the transfer functions H(EC), and H(EC_HP), were measured using a dummy-head, since it is hard to measure those for a human subject. In this study, the KEMAR dummy-head was adopted, because its ear-canal transfer functions are reported practically the same as those of human subjects [10]. H(EC), is obtained from HRTF(ED), and HRTF(EEC), by Eq. (6).

\[ H(EC,) = HRTF(ED) / HRTF(EEC) \] (6)

HRTF(ED), was measured using the microphones, which were located at the position of the eardrums of the KEMAR dummy-head. HRTF(EEC), was measured at the entrance of the ear canal of the KEMAR dummy-head. According to the results of previous studies (e.g., [11]), H(EC), is expected to be independent of the sound incident angle.

H(EC_HP), was obtained by emitting an M-sequence signal through the stereo headphones, which were worn on the KEMAR dummy-head, and receiving the signal with the microphones located at the position of the eardrums of the KEMAR dummy-head.

Figure 2 shows the obtained Hc, of various incident angles. As was expected, the difference of Hc, due to the incident angle is small up to 15kHz. Each Hc, has a peak around 2.5kHz and a broad dip around 5kHz. These frequency characteristics show that the resonance frequency of the ear canal moves from 2.5 kHz up to 5kHz when the subject wears the headphones.

3. Localization Test 1: Examination of the Accuracy of 3-D Localization

Localization tests in the horizontal and the median plane were carried out to confirm the accuracy of 3-D sound image localization by the proposed method.

3.1. Procedure of localization tests

The HRTFs of the subjects in the horizontal plane and the upper median plane were measured in an anechoic chamber at 30 degree steps. The distance from the sound sources to the center of the subject’s head was 1.5m. The ear-microphones shown in Fig.3 were used in the HRTF measurements. The ear-microphones were made using the following procedure. Molds of the ear canals of each subject were made. The miniature electret condenser microphones (diameter: 5mm) and silicon resin were put into the molds. In the measurements, the ear-microphones were put into the ear canals of the subject to satisfy the condition of “blocked entrances,” recommended by Hammershøi and Møller [12] for HRTF measurements.

The source signal was wide-band white noise extending from 20Hz to 20kHz. The stimuli were created by convolution of the noise with the subject’s own HRTFs, and with Hc. In total, stimuli for 19 locations were prepared. The stimuli were divided into two groups. One group consisted of sources located at 12 azimuth angles on the horizontal plane, and the other group consisted of sources located at 7 elevation angles on the median plane. The stimuli were presented through stereo inner-type headphones (Panasonic, RP-HJ535). Each stimulus was presented 10 times in random order at 70dBA, measured with a coupler in accordance with the IEC318. The tests were carried out in a quiet listening room. The duration of each stimulus was 3s and the interval between two stimuli was 7s. The task of the subjects was to mark down the perceived azimuth and elevation of the sound image on a response-recording sheet. Subjects were four males with normal hearing sensitivity.
3.2. Results and discussions

Figure 4 shows one subject's responses for the stimuli in the horizontal plane and those in the median plane. The responses of the other subjects were almost the same as those of this subject.

For the stimuli in the horizontal plane, the reported azimuths nearly agree with the target azimuths (Fig. 4 (a)). In case the target azimuth of 0 and 30 degrees, however, a small number of front-back confusions are observed. The perceived elevations were concentrated around 0 degree (in the horizontal plane).

For the stimuli in the median plane, Fig. 4 (b) shows that almost all of the responses were distributed around a diagonal line. In the case of 0 degree target elevation, however, the subject sometimes reported the sound image to be located to the rear. The perceived azimuths were concentrated around 0 degrees (in the median plane).

Thus, it seems proper to conclude that the subjects localize sound images accurately using the proposed headphone-based 3-D sound reproduction method.

4. Localization Test 2: Effects of $H_c$ on Sound Image Externalization

Localization tests were carried out to examine the effects of $H_c$ on the externalization of the sound image, examining whether it was located inside or outside of the subject’s head.

4.1. Procedure of localization tests

The HRTFs of the subjects in the horizontal plane (-30, 0, 30, 120, and –120 degrees) were measured in a listening room using the ear-microphones. The ear-microphones were put into the ear canals of the subjects to satisfy the condition of “blocked entrances.” The distance from the sound sources to the center of the subject’s head was 3.0m. The length of the HRTF was 8192 samples at a sampling rate of 48kHz. The source signal again was wide-band white noise from 20Hz to 20kHz. Two kinds of stimuli were prepared for each target azimuth. One was created by convolution of the noise with the subject's own HRTFs, and no $H_c$ was included. The other was created by convolution of the noise with both the subject's own HRTFs and with $H_c$.

In total, 10 kinds of stimuli (5 azimuths × presence/absence of $H_c$) were prepared. The stimuli were always presented in pairs, with and without $H_c$ for each azimuth (presented via stereo inner-type headphones, Panasonic, RP-HJ535). Each stimulus pair was presented 10 times in random order. Within each pair, the order of presence/absence of $H_c$ was also randomized. The tests were carried out in a quiet listening room. The task of the subjects was to indicate which stimulus sound image in each pair seemed to be located further from the head, and which was nearer to the horizontal plane. Subjects were seven males with normal hearing sensitivity.
4.2. Results and discussions

Table 1 shows the results of statistical tests for the responses of all subjects to the stimuli by pair test. This test examined whether the stimuli with $H_c$ were localized further from the subject’s head than those without $H_c$, and whether they were perceived nearer to the horizontal plane or not.

With regard to distance perception, the sound images of the stimuli processed using $H_c$ were localized significantly further from the subject’s head than those without $H_c$ in the case of the target azimuth of 0, 120, and -120 degrees. In case of the target azimuth of 30 and -30 degrees, no significant difference was observed.

With regard to elevation perception, or rising angle, subjects localized sound images of the $H_c$-processed stimuli significantly nearer to the horizontal plane than those without $H_c$ for all target azimuth angles.

Table 1: Results of t-tests for the responses of all subjects to the stimuli by pair test. The asterisks show the stimuli with $H_c$ were localized further from the subject’s head, and nearer to the horizontal plane than those without $H_c$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target azimuth (deg.)</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Rising angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-120</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***: $p<0.001$, **: $p<0.01$

5. Conclusions

A new 3-D sound reproduction method was proposed that can compensate for the changes in the transfer functions of the ear canals caused by wearing stereo headphones. The method includes a correction filter, $H_c$, that compensates for these changes in order to reproduce HRTFs accurately at the subject’s eardrum. The results of localization tests using the proposed method showed the following: The reproduced sound images could be perceived with much the same accuracy as those of real sound sources located in the horizontal and the median plane. Importantly, subjects perceived the $H_c$-processed stimuli significantly further outside of the head than stimuli processed without $H_c$. From these results, it can be concluded that the proposed method using a novel correction filter, $H_c$, provides a successful solution to common problems associated with headphone-based 3-D sound reproduction.
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